SUMMIT SL350AC
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

POPULAR ADD-ONS

Grocery basket

Flip-up arms

The SL350AC stair lift is engineered to operate directly on AC power. This direct power option means there's no need for
batteries in the unit, helping to keep long term maintenance to a minimum. The backrest has three different settings,
and the fold-up footrest adjusts to two different heights for the utmost in custom comfort. The spacious, wide seat
features thick padding and attractive upholstery.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•

Runs on AC power, for long-term indoor use

•

Constant-pressure rocker controls

•

Seat and footrest fold to save space when not in use

•

Cable drive system with overspeed safety

•

Durable powder coat finish
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Seat belt

Rocker control

Seat swivel bar allows
the seat to swivel
90° at top landing

This lift is there when I need it. We
have an old two story home and
surgery required us to install a lift so
that I can use the upstairs. I really like
the fact that this lift needs minimal
maintenance. No grease required and
no battery replacement.

Footrest obstruction switch

SL350AC PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT CAPACITY
INCLINE LIMITS
SEAT SIZE
FOLDED WIDTH
ETL CERTIFIED

SAFETY
FEATURE(S)

- 350 lb up to 15' 9" track
- 250 lb for 15'10" - 25' track
30° to 45°

SPEED

17.5" x 14"

FOOTREST SIZE

14" from wall
- ETL listed
- CSA B44.1/ASME A17.5
- Safety standard ASME A18.1
-

TRACK LENGTH

Footrest obstruction switch
Swivel seat cut-off switch
Final limits
Slack cable brake with switch
Constant pressure controls
Seat belt
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DRIVE
WARRANTY

OPTION(S)

- 15' 9" standard
- Maximum 25' (reduced capacity)
20 FPM
9.5" x 10"
Cable
3-year parts
-

Key lock
Extra rail
Flip up armrests
Grocery basket
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